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1. INTRODUCTION

Let X = LI(Q, .91, J.L) and let ~ £:: X be an LI-closed, convex subset. We
say g E~ is a best LI-approximant to f E X if II g - fill = inf Ilh - fill' h E~.
For many important choices of~, such as ~=LI(Q, f1J, J.L), where fJI is a
sub-o--algebra of .91, or ~ the set of nondecreasing functions on Q = [0, 1],
best LI-approximants exist to all f E X. It is rare, however, that best
LI-approximants are uniquely determined. Denote by J.LI(f I~) the set of all
best LI-approximants to f by elements of ~. In this paper we study the
question: If fl and f2 are "close," are the sets J.L1(fll~) and /l1(f21~)

"close" in Hausdorff metric?

2. ApPROXIMATION BY ELEMENTS OF LI(Q, fJI, J.L)

Let fJI be a sub-o--algebra of .91, and let ~ = LI(Q, f1J, J.L). Shintani and
Ando [4, Theorem 2] proved the existence of best L I-approximations to
fEX=L\(Q,d,J.L) by elements of~. Furthermore, they characterized the
set J.L I(f I~) in the following way: there exist functions J and f in ~ such
that gEJ.LI(fI~) if and only if gE~ and f~g~J on Q. In- particular,
J=sup{g: gEJ.L\(fI~)} and[=inf{g: gEJ.L~(fI~)}.

If A is a subset of a metric space M with distance d, define
dist(x, A) = inf{d(x, a): a EA}. If A and B are subsets of M, define the
Hausdorff distance between them by dist(A, B) = max{ sUPaEA dist(a, B),
supbEBdist(b, A)}.

The most natural question at this point is: Iffn -+ fin L I as n -+ 00, does
dist(J.LI (fn I~), J.L1(f1~)) -+° as n -+ 00, where d(g, h) = II g - hili? The
following example shows in general the answer is no.
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EXAMPLE 2.1. Let Q = [0, 1J with Lebesgue measure and !!4 = {I/>, Q}.
Then g is !!4-measurable if and only if g is constant. Define f(x) by f(x) = 1
on [O,!) and f(x) = 0 on n, 1]. For n ~ 3, define fAx) by fn(x) = 1 on
[O,!+I/n) andfn(x)=O on n+l/n, 1]. Then clearlyfn-+fin L

"
and

each In has a unique best L I-approximant defined by gn(x) = 1 on [0, 1].
But I(x) has many best L,-approximants, defined by gAx) = c on [0, 1J,
where O~c~1. In particular, goE,uI(fI"t') and dist(go,,uI(fnl"t'))=1 for
all n ~ 3. Hence dist(,u,(f I"t'), ,u, (fn I"t')) ~ 1 for all n ~ 3. (Clearly this is an
equality.)

We can, however, prove the following semi-continuity result.

THEOREM 2.2. Let fn -+ I in L I as n -+ 00 and let e > O. There is an N> 0
such that dist(g, ,u,(fl"t')) < elor all gE ,u,(fnl "t') with n ~N.

Proof By Shintani and Ando [4, Corollary 5J, we have In V I -+ I in
L, as n -+ 00 and In A I -+ I in L, as n -+ 00. Choose N such that
Illn v 1- III, < e/2 and IUn A-I - fll, < e/2 for n ~ N. Now if n ~ Nand
gE ,ul(fn I"t'), define g* = f v g ~ IThen g* E,u,(fl "t'). Sincefn ~g ~In, it
follows that g* = g except possibly on the sets A = Un <f} and
B = Un > f}. Hence - -

II g* - gill = r Ig* - gl d,u ~ r I[n - [I d,u + r lIn - II d,u
JAuB JA JB

=LlIn A I - II d,u +t lIn V I - II d,u < ~ +~ =e,

and the theorem is proved.

If we use the uniform metric defined by d( g, h) = II g - h1100, we may
obtain the full continuity result.

THEOREM 2.3. Let fn -+ f uniformly as n -+ 00. Then dist(,u,(fn I"t'),
,u,(fl "t')) -+ 0 as n -+ 00.

Proof By Landers and Rogge [3, Theorem 18] the mappings 1-+1
and I -+ I are monotone, which implies In -+ I and In -+ I uniformly as
n -+ 00. If e > 0, choose N such that lIn - II < e and lin - II < e on Q for
n ~ N. Then if g E,ul(f I"t'), define g* = I v g A f. Then g* -E ,u, (fn I"t') and
Ig* -gl <e on Q for n ~N. If gE,u'(!nl"t'), define g* =f v g A f. Then
g* E ,ul(f I"t') and Ig* - gl < e on Q for n ~ N. Hence dist(Il,(fn I"t'),
,ul(fl "t')) < e for n ~ N.
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3. ApPROXIMATION BY NONDECREASING FUNCTIONS

Let .% be the set of nondecreasing functions on [0, 1], and suppose
fEL 1[O, 1]. The set 111(fIJV) of all best L1-approximations to f by
elements of .% is characterized in [1, 2] as follows. Define J and f by
J(x) = sup{ q(x): q E 111 U I.%)} and f(x) = inf{ q(x): q E111U I.%)}. It is
shown in [3, Theorem 14] that Jand fare in 111UI.%). Let V=U Vi'
where Vi is a maximal open interval on which both J and f are constant
and f =1= f. Define hi V --+ R by -

if f(x) ~ J(x)

if f(x)~[(x)

if [(x) < f(x) <J(x),

and, if x E Vi = (u i, v;), define k{ by

kf(x) =rhf(t) dt.u,

Then for any q E.%, we have q E111 U 1.%) if and only if

(i) [~g~Jon [0,1], and

(ii) q is constant on components of {[kf=l=O] n VJ, i~ 1.

We use the notation I1(A; [a, b]) to denote I1(A)/(b-a), the relative
measure of A in [a, b]. The following lemma was proved in [2] and will
be used later in this paper.

LEMMA 3.1. IfqEI11UI.%) and q is not constant at SE [0,1], then

(1) 11( [f ~ q]; [s, t]) ~ ~ for s < t ~ 1, and

(2) 11([f~q];[t,s])~~forO~t<s.

The main result of this section is an easy consequence of the following
lemma.

LEMMA 3.2. Suppose c >°andf, g E L 1[0, 1]. If If(x) - g(x)1 < cfor all
O~x~ 1, then for any f*EI11UI.%) there is a g*EI11(gl.%) so that
If*(x)-g*(x)1 <8cfor all O~x~ 1.

Proof We have by [3, Theorem 18] that Ig(x)- J(x)1 <c and
Ig(x)-f(x)/ <e for all O~x~ 1.
- Let Uand Vi' for i ~ 1, be defined as above for f, and let V and Vi' for

i ~ 1, be defined as above for g. Let V(c) = UiE/(e) Vi' where I(c) is the set
of indices such thatJ(x)- [(x»6c for XE Vi' SinceJis continuous from
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the right and f is continuous from the left, it follows that f(x) - f(x) > 6e
for XE Vi' For f*EJ.lIUIJV) we define g* as follows: if XE U(e), then
g*(x) =g(x) v f*(x) 1\ g(x); if x < y for all y E U(e), then g*(x) =g(x);
and otherwise, -

g*(x) = (sup g*(y)) v ~(x).
y<x

yE V(t)

It is clear from the definition of g* that g(x) ~ g*(x) ~ g(x) for all
O~x~ 1. Thus g*(x) will be in J.ll(gIJV) provided

g* is constant on components of {VJ" [kg :;6 O]}, i ~ 1. (1)

Suppose (1) is not true. Then there is an X oE Vi for some j so that
kixo):;6 0 and g* is not constant at Xo' Since g* is constant on maximal
components of the complement of U(e), where U(e) is equal to either U(e)
or U(e) u {l}, we have Xo E U(e) and, from the definition of g*, f* is not
constant at Xo' It follows from Corollary 2 and Theorem 5 of [2] that
either f* has a jump discontinuity at Xo or f(x) = f(x) = f(x) almost
everywhere in an interval containing Xo' Sincef(x) # [(x) for all XE U(e),
we have that f*, and hence g*, has a jump discontinuity at Xo' Clearly
since !(xo) - f(xo)> 6e, we have that g(xo) - g(xo)> 4e and hence,
g(x)-~(x»4e for all XE Vi' It follows thatf(x)--[(x»2e for all XE Vi'
and thus J.l( Vi - U) = O. Also, it is shown in [2] that

and (2)

We now show that for almost all x E Vi n U we have

(3)

If hg(x) = t, then f(x) > g(x) -e~g(x)- e~ f(x) - 2e > [(x). In view of
(2) we have f(x) ~ f(x) for almost all such x, implying hix) = 1. On the
other hand, if hf(x) = 1, then g(x) > f(x) - e~ f(x) - e > g(x) - 2e > ~(x).

In view of (2) we have g(x) ~g(x) for almost all such x, implying hix) = 1.
The proof that hf(x) = - 1 if and only if hg(x) = -1 for almost all x for
which hf(x) = -lor hg(x) = -1 is similar, and (3) follows.

Now if Vi=(w,z) then G=!(g+g) is not constant at w. From
Lemma 3.1 we have J.l([g~G]; [w,xo])~!, and in view of (2),
J.l([g~g]; [w,xo])~!, implying

(4)
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Also since f* is not constant at xo, we have from Lemma 3.1 that
,u(U~f*]; [w, xo]) ~!. In view of (2j, ,u(U ~fJ; [w, xo]) ~!, implying
f [w,xoJ" u hf{t) dt ~ O. It follows from (3) and the fact that (Vj - V) = °that

(5)

From (4) and (5) we see that J:ohg(t)dt=O, implying that kg(xo)=O, a
contradiction. Thus (1) is proved and g*E,ul(gl.Ai).

We now show that Ig* - f*[ < 8e for all x E [0, 1]. We have that
IJ(x)-g(x)1 <e and If(x)-g(x)1 <e for all XE [0,1]. If XE Vee), then
g*(x) equalsf*(x), g(x), or g(x). If g*(x)=g(x) then from the definition
of g* we have.g(x) ~f*(x) ~J(x). Thus Ig*(x) -f*(x)1 = Ig(x) - f*(x)1
~lg(x)-J(x)l<e. If g*(x)=g(x), then again from the definition of g*
we have f(x) ~f*(x)~g(x).- Thus Ig*(x) - f*(x)1 = Ig(x) - f*(x)1 ~

Ig(x)- f(x)i <e. On the other hand, if XE Vee), then If(x)- f(x)[ ~6e.
Thus If*(x)-g*(x)1 ~max(J(x), g(x))-min(f(x), g(x))~8e,- and the
lemma is proved. - -

The following theorem is an easy consequence of Lemma 3.2.

THEOREM 3.3. For any 6>0, iff, gEL 1 [0, IJ satisfy If(x)-g(x)/ <
6/8 for all °~ x ~ 1, then dist(,ul(fl .Ai), ,ul(g I.Ai)) < e in the uniform
metric.
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